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About This Content

What Is Minimized? This first-person shooter with gameplay in the style of the 90s. In the game you will have to wait a huge
variety of weapons and enemies, and super-fast gameplay!

OST-list:

ALTWAVE–Confrontation

ALTWAVE–Hypernova

ALTWAVE–Push It

ALTWAVE–Shift

ALTWAVE–The Letdown

Xteem–Minimization
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Title: Minimized OST
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Crystal Box Team
Release Date: 16 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Sound Card: DirectX® Compatible

English,Russian
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This game might strike you as odd and silly but with its engaging story, twists and funny dialog its an adventure you will
remember for quite some time.. Beautiful. Just beautiful. I have not seen such an inteligent way of telling a story with characters
so rich in humanity.
  To put pride, greed, fear, jealousy in the characters and at the same time justify these emotions as "just human", is out of pure
genius.
  10/10.. quot;you look too sober, have VODKA"

*enters intense seisuring*

this is a unique game, if you have a few cents extra, why the hell not

7/10. A Puzzle game (Bejeweled style) that blends with a Building game and all based on Greek mythology? WOW! Not to
mention superb graphics AND trading cards!

A must have for all gamers that love the style (and specially for this really low price!

Just go for it!. It won't play on my Mac and it freezes on my PC. The level I played was great, but it only happened once and
there was no response to my forum question asking for help.. First things first: I recommend this game. Buy it now. It's cheap,
it's unique, it's wholeheartedly retro.

But therein may also lay its biggest drawback - the power-up system. While a 1-button control scheme and a Gradius like power-
up system might be retro to the core, that doesn't mean it is nice. It never was, not even back then. So, be prepared to struggle
with the power-up system, to curse it, to cuss at it.

If you manage to overcome this, you will have a lot of fun, with this very unique exploration style little shmup. Wait, did I say
little? This game is HUGE. After 10 hours of playtime I only had 15 % of the map conquered and it really started to get tough.
You definitely get your money's worth with this game. Oh and never mind that it also features gorgeous ZX-Spectrum inspired
graphics, as well as a great soundtrack. Combined with its sense of humor you really have an engaging experience for people
who are really into old games.. 23\/25
Extremely enjoyable game with a very steep learning curve. Barring the occasional procedural generation map weirdness this
game teases infinite replayability, i'm now only 100 hours in and I haven't seen the final boss. I feel as though with all of the
characters to choose from i'm still only about a third of the way through... I'v been through The Rift a handful of times, and only
seen the Forest Temple once.
There are a small number of bugs I've noticed in those 100 hours but nothing really memorable or traumatic, and like I said it
has a steep learning curve which makes it quite a difficult game to get good at, but one you have your keys bound and you've
gotten used to switching between weapons and spells you will be rewarded... I would love to play a sequel.
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https:\/\/youtu.be\/zq1KqTYg5kA

A competant mine\/survival\/repeat style game (a la Super Motherload, Steamworld Dig) that is just enjoyable to play. Good
soundtrack, good game loop -- all around a pleasant surprise. Well worth $1!. tldr: colourful platformer that gets boring really
fast.

start was feeling good but the concept became boring very fast.
i also felt like the movement was a little bit slow in later stages of the game.
additionally you cant change the preset keybindings to better ones than QSDZ for movement. especially the Z movement is
kinda annoying for european keyboards.
gametime was really low with < 1hour for me.
discovered one bug in that gametime.
only positive things in my opinion are the colourful design of the levels and the music (both are my taste and it can differ for
you)
. I love this game so far, Ive ran through each romance and event, The content is great, the story is awesome so far~! Im just
waiting on the next update! 11/10 so far!. Based on the Lite Retail version of the Windows 95 Promoware on the YDKJ Vol.1
Disc, I used to beat the Lite Version Time & Again. Those were good times for me & the best Volume in the YOU DON'T
KNOW JACK CD-ROM Trivia Series.. Amazing art style, good voice acting, a pretty interesting story. So what's wrong with it?
I can't be sure. I'm sitting here wondering why this game isn't better than what it is; but that doesn't mean it's bad. Unforeseen
Incidents is a good game, but I just didn't like the puzzle structure, and I'm not a big fan of having to unlock dialogue clues to
unlock other clues, and this game has a lot of those.

It's good, just not great.

BUT THOSE VISUALS ARE EXCELLENT.
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